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Doonan® Engineers New ‘Series 2’ V-Channel Trough Flatbed Coil Haul Trailer
GREAT BEND, KS (September 08, 2016) – Straight off of their highly successful industry introduction of a new
coil haul (well design type) trailer, which made its debut at the 2016 MATS Show; Doonan® Specialized Trailer, LLC
has designed and manufactured a new ‘Series 2’ V-channel trough flatbed coil haul trailer for special loading
applications where coils cannot be transferred into and from a recessed trailer well, but still require safe
securement on the flatbed.
Known for their longstanding credibility in the industry
of designing and manufacturing specialized, heavy-duty
application trailers, Doonan® has once again rose to the
challenge of engineering a trailer that provides both
stability and a safe coil hauling solution.
The 44’ x 96”, 110,000# GVWR, all-steel, tri-axle trailer
with bulkhead, cradles 3’ to 7’ diameter steel coils
shotgun style inside a V-shaped, rubber-lined steel trough
on the center surface of the flatbed. This innovative
channel cribbing cushions the coils and allows for efficient
loading and removal from the trailer.
A convenient walkway on both sides of the channel allows for easy inspection of the load. Tie-downs can be
applied by a driver from alongside the trailer to further support the securement of the coils, via a sliding winch
track on both sides.
Components like the trailer’s two custom main beams, ABS System, and Hendrickson HT Suspension make for
strong and reliable heavy-haul coil transport. A sliding tarp system (not shown) is also added to eliminate the
driver having to tarp the load.
“The new ‘Series 2’ V-channel coil haul trailer is a niche’ market trailer that we designed to address a need in
the marketplace,” stated Kelly Zecha, National Dealer Manager/Application Specialist at Doonan®. “This model
serves as yet another example of how Doonan® continues to lead the industry in developing innovative,
specialized trailer solutions.”
About Doonan® Specialized Trailer, LLC:
For over forty years, Doonan® Specialized Trailer, LLC has been dedicated to producing platform trailers that
meet and exceed the specialized needs of owner operators. Its product lines include custom flatbeds, drop decks,
oilfield trailers, extendibles, RGN lowbeds and double drops. Doonan® has an extensive network of independent
Dealers located across the USA, Canada and Mexico. Headquartered in Great Bend, KS, Doonan® takes pride in its
superior quality, craftsmanship and exceptional customer service.
For more information, visit: www.Doonan.com
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